
CHAPTER 3 

Is • Time' Definable ? 

., 
In the previous chapter we have discussed two opposite 

theories \oJith regard to the nature of time - the Absolute 

and the Relational theories. For an understanding of the 

real nature of time it is essential that we analyse the 

concept of •time' in sane detail. It is usually convenient 

to introduce discussions on any subject with a suitable 

definition of it. .scf let us beg in vJi th A:rist otle' s . ,. 
definition of time. 

Aristotle defines 'time' as ''the number of movement in 

respect of before and after•• 1 • In his definition Aristotle 

uses the Greek synonym of .J.:;nylish • number'. He says that we 

discriminate the more o~ less of anything by number. 

Similarly, we discriminate the more or less of movement by 

time. 'l'ime is the number of movement in the sense of that 



which is numbered. 

aspect of movement. 

rhat m~ans that time is the numerable 

In Aristotle's conception only individual substances 

are existent. l"lotion is an attribute of the individual 

substance, and time is the attribute of motion. 
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Aristotle distinguishes 'time• from 'motion'. ·I'hese are 

inseparable but not identical' : time is one but movements are 

many; movements may be fast or slov1, but time cannot be; time 

is not movement; it is the number of movement. 

Time, Aristotle says, is intimately connected with 

motion or change. Movement is recognised by observing a 

single moving body successively at different points in space, 

and the passage of time is recognised by noting that the 

single character of 'nowness' has been attached to more than 

one experienced event. ·rhus it is only in movement or change 

that we notice a lapse of time. 'l'he before and after· are two 

nows, and what is bounded by a • no1.v' is time. 

It is, therefore, the 'now' that makes time continuous; 

it is again the 'nov;' that differentiates time into parts. 

But the 'nows', Aristotle says, are not really partsof time, 

just as points. are not parts of a line~ Each 'nav1' is by its 

very nature the beginning of a future as w~ll as the end of . 

a past; just as a mat.hematica'l point dissects a lih.e by 



serving as the end of one segment and the beginning of the 

other. 
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Aristotle deduces the continuity of time, its infinite 

divisibility from the continuity of moti0n, whicr1 in turn 

is deduced from the continuity of the space traversed. Since 

the space traversed is continuous, the motion mu,st be continuous, 

and since the motion, the time that measures it must also be 

continuous, "because t·here i.s a one-to-one correspondence 

between each point of space· and each. mcxnent of time. 

Aristotle contends that past I present and future are in' 

time as being. pq.rts of it.; and even:t s are in time as being 

measurable by it; so time must be greater than anything that 

is contained in· it. 

Aristotle then adds that since time is the measure of 

movement 1 it is the measure of rest as well.. Anything is 

said to be at rest when it can be moved, though actually it 

is not moved. Here 'can be moved • means moveable or capable 

of being moved. It is not necessary that what is in time is 

necessarily in motion; for time is not motion, it is the 

number of motion. That which is at rest, but is capable of. 

being moved, can, therefore, be the number of motion. 

Aristotle raises another vital issue : would there be 

any time if there were nobody to count or measure movement ? 
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Then there v.Jou],d -?till be movernent,. but it would have no 

measurable aspect. .3o without a soul there \voul d be no time. 

It should be pointed out that Aristotle does not sug<;est 

that time is purely subjective. he simply denies that time 

is a substantial entity existing independently of other things. 

Time, according to Aristotle, is potentially in motion, and 

beccmes actual when mot,ion is noted and measured. This 

conception J.s to be distinguished frcrn that of Kant. 

According to Kant time is subjective in the sense that it is 

an a priori form of our intuitions, while, for Aristotle, 

time is not subjective; it belongs to the objective v-10rld, 

though it requires the human mind to be noted and measured. 

Several objections have been raised by Plotinus 2 against 

Aristotle's definition of 'time,'. 

First, since movement is continuous, it cannot be 

numbered; t:i.rne may be call eO. the measure of movement. Again, 

if time is said to be the measure of movement, we have some 

idea of the things of which time is a measure. But that does 

not lead us to any understanding of what time itself is. 

Moreover, if time is the measure of movement, how can it be 

the measure of rest also ? Aristotle's explanat.ion does not 

satisfy Pl otinus. 

It might be said that Plotinus, in the contex·t, does not 

seem to follow the full implicatim of Aristotle's conception; 
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motion and rest are relative terms; rest implies the absence 

of motion of that) which is capable though not actually 

moving. Aristotle's idea is quite clear here. 

But the most serious charge against Aristotle's defini-

tion of 'time' is that of circularity. We are told that time 

measures successive stages of movement, that is to say, the 

'before' and the 'after' in succession. Yet there is also 

'before' and 'after' in space by virtue of relative positions. 

So if the 'before' and • after' are to refer to temporal 

relations, they must imply 'before' and 'after' in time 

rather than in the space traversed. .3o the definition of 

'time' requires a reference ·to tim~ which' renders it circular. 

l'"!Or~over, moti·:)n, in Aris·totle's explanation, presupposes 

time, as 'motion • or 'loco-notion 1 is defined by hirn as the 

occupation ~.Y an ent.ity of q continuous series of places at a 

continuous series of times. This means that "'hen a particu-

lar body is in mot iJn it occupies consecutive poi1Tts of space 

at consecutive moments of time. This is the Pythagorean 

conc.;:ption of.. motion as accepted by. Aristotle. 

It can hence be said that Aristotle defines • time • in 

terms of motion, and 'motion' in terms of time. Aristotle, 

himself is not unav;are of this circularity; he himself says, 

11we measure the movement bv time and vice versa''. 
' ~ 
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It is hO\vever interesting to note that Plotinus dOe$ 

not get any further than Ari3totle in his O\vn defini·tion of 

'time'. He defines 'time' as "The !..Jife of the .::>oul in 

movement as it passes from one stage of act or experience to 

another". dut this definition too involves a reference to 
' .. :. 

time. If we speak one· state of consciousness passing into 

another, we must be able to distinguish between these states. 

And these different states of consciousness are distinguish-' 

able only as .. occurring at different- moments of time. This 

means that the definition of 'time' formulated by Plotinus 

as vvell involve-s ·a refer.:=nce to time. 

3 
St. Aug"l,lstine realised this difficulty as surfacing in 

any attempt to define 'time', and consequently there is his 

famous expressions "what, then, is time ? If no one asks 

me, I knOvli but if I wish to explain to one that asketh, I 

knov.J not '1 • 

The situa·ti6n is rea.ll y puzzling. As Augustine adrni·ts, 

he has an immediate experimental awareness of -cime. He knows 

ho•.v to use temporal expressions about past, present a....<d 

future; but when he tries to define •·time' verbally, he finds 

that the defini·tion involves circularity. 

·mere are many wo.c.ds that cannot be verbally defined. 

• Yellow', for example, sta....>ds for a simple, verbally 

indefinable property. Such Hords, however, ca:1 be defined 

ostensively or demonstrat-ively. One ca11 point to an in-stance 



of 1 yellO'.·J 1 and make the hearer- understand the meax1ing of 

3u"'- 1.,_~ Q I 
t.... t.....i..m_, says Augustine, admits of no such 

straight- fonvard ostensive definition. i'here is nothing 
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that one can point to a..'1d say 1 'rhi:S is time 1
; we cannot even 

' ,, ' d' t '~ . h ostensively define the past, present an fCI ure or whJ.c 

time is cornposed. Oefinitionalty the past is that •tJhich is 

already over, and the future is that 'vvhich is yet to become. 

I'hus it is impossible for 0r;1e to point to them. Can one 

point to the 'present' ? August:.ine contends that this is al.so 

impos:3ible. Aristotle said tnat the present or no'.v is the 

boundary of the past and the fut1~re, for it serves merely to 

connect them. Tnis, means that the present is an indivisible 

instant of zero duration having no sensible property that we 

( ' can ~oint to a..11d sav this is the present. 
-I 

This point needs 

further clarification. 

L.et us sup~)Ose that a particular event is occurring. 

It certainly does not occur all at once, but it must have 

parts or stages that occur one after another. 'When any one 

of these parts is occur.ring, among the other p<;irts some have 

already occurred (past) and others are yet to occur (future). 

But whic'n part of the event could properly be said to be 

occurring no'.v ? Ordinar.ily our use of the presen·t tense and 

Of the temporal adverb I nov.; I is .not very st.cict. £vents of 

.fairly long duration and of very short duration are equally 

characterised as •occurring now•. .For exarnpl es, • 'l'he 
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'Twentieth century is heading fast tO\vards its end', 'The 

history of India is novJ repeating itself' or • rhe National 

&'!them is novJ being sung •. ~e might be pressed ~o use the 

present tense and temporal adverb • no<::; • in stricter a..r:1d 

stricter sense. In tl1i.s way we might be persuaded to give 

up saying that anything which takes time is happenning now. 

In otherwords, nothing of which a part lay in the past could 

properly be said to be happening now. For an event does not 

happen all at on<;::e; it must have stages that occur one after 

another. so.~e of its parts must have already occurred, while 

scme other parts are yet to occur. If it is assumed that a 

whole cannot be said to be occurring now, unless all its 

component parts are also occurring now, then no occurrence 

I ' 

which taJs_~~~~~~ can be said to be taking place, which ulti-

mately amounts to saying that only that part of an event 

co,_1ld be said to be occurring that does not take any time at 

all. Properly speaking, one cannot point to anything and 

say • this is occu~ring. no'.v •. :Fqr on analysis 'the now• is 

found to be ar1 .instant of zero duration and even the act of 

pointing also requires time. In our ordinary disco,_1rse we 

use the temporal adverb 'now• t·:ithout any confusion; we can 

communicate to other people what tve mea.r:1 by the word; but it 

eludes us whenever we try to point to it. If there hepuc;n:-:: . - . 

to be no part of time that can be pointed at as 'now • , then 

'time• admits no ostensive definition of itself. 



We may .. distinguish here three aspects of Augustine• s 

bewilderment : 
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(l) He finds it difficult to understand hoH an 

accumulati::>n ::>f zeroes caT1 be more tha:l. the zero, for each 

•noH• is of zero duration, and time is made up of •nov,r's. 

How can we hope to make something out of an accumulation of 

nothings ? 

(2) The stages of an event that takes time never occur 

together. Ho\-v carl we say of a number of stages that are 

always apart to form a whole of any kind ? 

(3) So, Augustine says, when we measure an interval of 

time, we must be measuring something of which a fast vanishing 

segment alone has reality; all the other segma~Jts of it are 

either not yet there or not there any longer. But how can 

we measure that which is no longer or which is not yet ? 

Both of these must be nothing to us at present. 

Augustine is obviously puzzled with these paradoxical 

aspects of time and concludes that time is a • protraction • 

of the mind, and that when we measure time we really measure 

a certain expanse in our memory. ·rime, for Augustine, is 

essentially subjective or belongs to one•s mental history, 

i.e., it is psychological. Past, present and future times 

depend on ·the human mind. It is not pr0per to say that there 
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are three times. It might rather be said, as Augustine does, 

that there are a present of things past, memory; a present 

of things present, sight; and a present of ttungs future, 

expectation. 

2ut if all these are to be taken as the definition of 

'time~ then the matter suffers frcm circularity. We cannot 

talk about memory ~d expect,ation without making explicit 

reference to a past or future event which is remembered or 

anticipated. This shows that Augustine • s account fails to 

avoid circul a.ri ty. 

So far we have discussed three attempts to define 'time• 

by three eminent philosophers. None of these attempts· 

succeed in avoiding circularity. One at.once realizes that 

to find a suitable definition· of 'time' is really a taxing 

enterprise. 

Among Indian thinkers the Nyaya-Vai~sika philosophers 

have attempted to define the past, present and future times. 

It has already been discussed in the previous chapter that . . .. ' . 
/ 

time. according to the Vaise~ika is one, infinite and indivi-

siblc. ~·lhatever exists must be in time, but time is 

indepa~dent of all the events that occur in ~t. 
I 

The divisions 

of t,tme into .past, present and future are not integral to real 

time,. for they are essentially inccmpatible. These cli,fferent 

temporal determinati.om::- are· due to the association of ti~e 

with limiting adjuncts. 
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The vai!esika suggests that the past I present and future 

are distinguishable only witr1 refe.r:ence. 't;o some·· external 

condition. A particular day, .for. example, is knoVJn as present 

owing to its relation to a particular solar motion; that very 

day is understood as past on the days that follow it, and as 

.. future on the days· t·hat precede· it·. 

But it might be argued that the particular solar motion . 
is common to all the three determinations. How could any 

relation to it serve as the condition. for'' distinguishing 
1 , , 'I I I 

between the different determinations ? H.ence a necessary 

qualification ii). .:r~s.pE;;.G.t ... of. .:the .relation ha~ been made :. that 

the present is the time of an event which is in actual 

relation to a solar motion; when the relation has already 

obtained and is no more, we hav·e. the past time; and the 

' 4 future is the time when the relation is yet to obtain • 

/-

According to Srihar~a, an absolute Indian sceptic, the 

term •actual' means existent, whi~h is th~ same thing as 
( I 

present, whereas 'has been• and 'will be' are synonyms of 

1 past 1 and £future •5 • 

h 
. / . 

T e Va1.se~aka has then suggested that . the time determined 

by an action is present; the past and future are determined by 

' 
the prenonexistence and .post nonexistence of th.at acti.on. But 

here the Vaiie~ika thinkers get. themselves involved in a 

circle. The terms 'pre-non-existence• and 'post-non-existence' 

• 
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refer tO the notiOnS· Of the 1 preViOUS I and the I SUbSequent I 0 

But 'the previous' means 'the ·past' and· •·the subsequent 1 

means 'the future' . 

'I'he Vai.s'esika then, as a next move, offers an amerided 

definition of the 'present' the. p~esent time is determined 

by a present action which· is q.ctually in· progres.s and is not 

determined by any past and f~ture action. But this de~inition 

is no less circular - for it defines the present time by 
.I-

using the term 'present'. Sriharsa reasonably contends that 

the different time - determination's cannot be defined. · 

Fran the above discussion it ·is clea-r that one of the 

problems related to time is that of defining it, and sc:rne 

ancient thinkers were quite well·aware of that. 

some modern "'estern thinkers of linguist persuation' have 

also attempted to define the 'past! 'present' and the ·~uture' 

times. Ayer, for instance, contends that temporal precedence 

is an empirical fact given to us in experience. He also 

thinks ·that the 'present' may be def,i.neq ostensibly. ·I'hese 

two, he believes, are sufficient to yield, the cbncepts of 

past and future. Ayer defines. '·J:0e present • a.s "the class of 

events which are contemporaneous with ·this, where 'this' is 

any event that one chooses to indic'ate at the given manent" 6 • 

But Ayer's definition of 'the present' makes use of the 

word 'contemporaneous with' which has not been defined by 
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him. I-'Joreover, a. proper analysis. of Ayer's definition shows 

that it involves contradiction. An ostensive definition must 

be unrestricted in its scope. Wnen I ostensively define A's 

rednc::ss, for. ex.ample as, '·rhis is red', it entails that if, 

at any time, a t"hing has the same colour as A, then at that 

time it is red; and negatively speaki~g, if a thing does .not 

have the same colour as A, then at that time it is not red. 

2ut the negat·iv .. e· formulation· of Ayer' s definition of the 

'present' leads to a contradiction.· In Ayer's definition 

'the present is the class of events Hhich are contemporaneous 

with this', where the 'this' is any event chosen at the given 

mcrnent. It means that if at any time ari eve~t is not 

contemporaneous or simultaneous with A, then at that time it 

is not present. .Let us now take another event 1:3, which is 

not conternuoran.eous or simultaneous with A. 'lben even when 

B happ~lS i.e., is present, B is not present, according ~o 

the negative formulation of the definition. 

diction undisguised. 

This is a contra-

Follov..ring Ayer's definition of the present, the 'past' 

and the 1 future 1 might nOltJ be defined aS 'the ClaSS Of eVents 

\•Jhich are earlier thar1 the present' and ·'the class of events 

which are later than the present' respectively. As his 

definition of the 'present' involves circularity, and 'the past' 

and 'the future' have been defined in terms of the' present; 

the charge of circularity applies to these definitions none 

the less. 
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It should be noted that temporal predicates like 'novl 1
, 

'present I etc. and indexical terms like I r• 1 I you I 1 'this I 

can neither be defined verbally, nor be identified ostensibly. 

·ro understand them we must know who uses the word, whom he 

speaks to, \-vhere and when does he point at scxnething. 'I'hey 

cannot oe defined because they are not general terms. They 

are also different from non-indexical singular terms. 3o 

they cannot be identified ostentively. To define somethj_ng 

ostensively is, in effect, to identify it. 

This very fact had been the cause of Augustine's 

bewilderment. He could not find a suitable definition of 

time. He wanted to point to scmething called 'time' and 

being unable becarrie mysti:f:ied. 

/-

It was Sriha.r:sa v~D..o .. r~mi;;irked tha·t to define a thing is 

to mark it off from others; so, to say that something is 

indefinable is to admit that it has no recognizable specific 

. 7 
character, and to say that is to say that it is unreal. 

I 

It is, however, an undeniable fact that time judgments 

are forced upon us by our experiences. v'ie cannot express 

our experiences without employing temporal words. i'Je cannot 

conceive of any intellectual activities without the concepts. 

of time and temporal determinations. So it appears that the 

temporal characteristics are among the most fundamental in 

the objects of our experience. 'lnat is why we cannot find 



any l o;~ically immaculate definition of • time 1 or of the 

temporal determinations 1 past 1
, 

1 present 1 and 1 future 1 
•. 

But whether they are funde.rnental or not, that is yet to be 

decided. 

38 
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